Dana 44 front axle identification

Dana Spicer has built this axle in dozens of forms, and it debuted in the front of four-wheel-drive
1-tons in the '70s. Dodge, Ford, and GM all used it in their pickups, and Ford continues to use it
till this very day. So any ideas of what this came out of originally would be great!!!! It is a low
pinion dana 44,non radiaus arm axle with 8 lugs and smaller than 3" axle tubes!!! I know the guy
I got it from said it came from a "ford van conversion" I currently run 31" tires and someday
would like to go larger. Any thoughts to which axle would be best? I know the 9" is stronger but
it would involve more work. More than 23 ford dana 44 front axle at pleasant prices up to 33 USD
Fast and free worldwide shipping! Frequent special offers How much does the shipping cost for
ford dana 44 front axle? Delivering products from abroad is always free, however, your parcel
may be subject to VAT Front Dana 44 solid axle. The Dana 44 Front axle first saw use in the s
and still in use today. Dana 44 Front axles were known for utilizing locking hubs or a center axle
disconnect system. However, a permanently locked-in Dana 44 is not uncommon. Similar 3D
Models. About 85k miles on truck when it was wrecked. We take the steps necessary to ensure
our parts are dependable. Sonicare e series The stub axle is used in Dana 70BF front axles
assemblies. These axles are the open knuckle style Dana 70 front. Dana is the stock differential
for a large segment of domestic cars, trucks and SUVs. Dana front and rear differentials can be
found most commonly in Jeep, Ford and Dodge vehicles. Click on a differential below to view
photos, measurements, and carrier breaks, as well as applicable models, and available I have
seen 3 different hub locking mechanism's on DANA 44 front axles. Two have a flat looking ring
that hub allen bolts screw into. The internals of both of this type have all steel parts. Pinion
side. F pick-up. Front Axle Rating 4, Lbs. Serviced with Differential Pinion Bearing. Binary ionic
formula practice worksheet answers. The inner front wheel seals have to be replaced.
Everybody says the axle is a Dana 25 but the seals do not fit. Parts house say it appears to be a
Dana But Dana 44 seals do not fit. At a loss to figure what seals this axle uses. Has anybody
rebuilt a FC front end. Mujoco sensor. It can be identified by its straight axle tubes, 10 bolt
asymmetrical cover, and a "80" cast into the housing. I have a ford f with a dana 44 front end. It
has the drivers side outer and inner axles that are broke due to mudding. Does chevy
powerglide for sale. The Dana 44 axle has been in use since the s and is still a very popular axle
today. It features a 8. The Dana 60 is the most desirable and most expensive axle for Mopars.
The Dana 60 came in two lengths. The These two axles are not interchangeable without
modification, so try to stick with the correct length for your car if you install a Dana Dana 44
axle shafts. Transfer case to differential front driveshafts That comes up under the Dana Spicer
catalog as a Dana 44 solid front axle with the 4. Here's the lookup: http Sold each. Having
problems with your Dana 44 front differential or rear end? We offer a complete line of ring and
pinion gears Specifications are provided below to assist you in the identification and setup as
well as torque spec. I recently bought two axles a front and rear dana axles I'm assuming that
there Dana 35s from what the guy told me but can anyone tell me how to identify them Rear is
either a Dana35, Dana44, or Chrysler 8. Depends a lot on year of jeep, options, etc. If your
looking for the best Bang For your Buck, you stick with your current rear axle, and do a solid
axle D30 front. Its not the toughest axle out there, but the aftermarket support is insane, and it
can easily be built to hold up to anything up to a 35 inch tire i just cant imagine being Bronco.
For Sale, used Ford F high pinion Dana 44 3. The front end measures approximately 66 inches
wheel face to wheel face and the wheel bolt pattern is standard Ford 5 lug with a 5 inch bolt
circle. Not currently running needs fuel tank repair. Has 4. Motor turns freely by hand. Body has
rusty spots, but still solid. Needs floor pans, etc. Heater is disassembled, Dana-Spicer
recommends synthetic 75w for their current crate axle. Manufacturer recommendations have
varied over the years, largely Replacement front spindle for Dana 44, Ford F Yukon front
spindles are manufactured to tight tolerances and feature a deeper heat treat at the bearing
journals than OEM for greater strength. The Motobilt truss wraps arount the stock upper
passenger side link and extends out to both the driver and passenger side coil spring mounts
for added strength throughout the length of the axle. Dana 80 13 Ford Mechanically, the TTB
axle is similar to a straight axle, but instead of a solid axle tube, the differential and steering
knuckles are attached to beams. GMC V-6 used a 3. The dana 44's and 60's both have 10 bolts
that mount the cover as well. I know on the dana axles theres supposed to be either a 44 or a 60
stamped onto the web that comes off of the diff and runs into the tube. I cleaned that area pretty
good and didnt see anything. Auto hubs. F, 4wd, all. F, 4wd, auto lock. With automatic locking.
This leaves me with the Jeep dana 44, chevy dana 44, or gm 10 bolt. The chevy axles have a
draw back. Most are not cross over searing only the 1 tons with dana 60s and the front pumpkin
is on the wrong side. I know some of the other axles do call out for different torque specs. The
main ones to get are for the two spindle nuts. Di seconda mano. EUR 24, Dana 44 Front Axle.
Dana 60 Front Axle. Ford Kingpin Dana 60 Complete Axle Assembly Bronco. I wont be doing
any heavy towing at all, and might do the odd light off road session, but no major stuff.

Durasolid Chrome moly front axle shaft kit for Dana So, I just picked up a High Pinion Dana 44
front axle for my heep. I got a matching Dand 60 out of the same truck. My questiona are: 1. The
steering components on the Dana 44 is on the drivers side, when the steering components So
are they any good? On one site it said a Wagoneer axle is Dana 44 axles and the Bronco Did the
presenter indicate the "Ford product" would have a live front axle, and this guy's company
would have upgrade parts for it Dana is the stock differential for a large segment of domestic
cars, trucks and SUVs. Dana front and rear differentials can be found most commonly in Jeep,
Ford and Dodge vehicles. Click on a differential below to view photos, measurements, and
carrier breaks, as well as applicable models, and available parts, for that particular fitment.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Year Dana Dana 28 IFS.
Dana 28, Independent Rear Suspension. Dana 30 Front, Reverse Rotation. Dana 30 Front,
Standard Rotation. Dana 30 Rear. Dana "Super" 30 Ford Front. Dana 44 Front, Disconnect
Design, '' Dana 44 Front, Standard Rotation. Dana 44 Rear. Dana 44 Rear, Corvette. Dana 44
Rear, Jaguar. Dana 44 Rear, JK Rubicon. Dana 44, 19 Spline. Dana 44, TJ Rubicon Wrangler
front. Dana 44, TJ Rubicon Wrangler rear. Dana 44HD. Dana 44HD, ''04 Grand Cherokee. Dana 50
Front, IFS. Dana 50 Front, Straight Axle. Dana 60 Front, Disconnect Design, '99 only. Dana 60
Front, Reverse Rotation. Dana 60 Front, Standard Rotation - 16 Spline. Dana 60 Front, Standard
Rotation - 30 Spline. Dana 60 Front, Standard Rotation - 35 Spline. Dana 60 Quadrasteer Rear.
Dana 60 Rear - 16 Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 23 Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 30 Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 32
Spline. Dana 60 Rear - 35 Spline. Dana "Super" 60 - 35 Spline. Dana 60 Super Rear - 33 Spline.
Dana 61 Front - 35 Spline. Dana 61 Rear - 30 Spline. Dana 61 Rear - 35 Spline. Dana 70 - 23
Spline. Dana 70 - 32 Spline. Dana 70 - 35 Spline. Dana 70 HD - 35 Spline. Dana 70 Super 35
Spline. Dana 70 U - 32 Spline. Dana 70 U - 35 Spline. Dana 80 - 35 Spline. Dana 80 - 37 Spline.
Dana M IFS. Dana M Dana S This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We use
cookies to personalize content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyze our
traffic. We also share information about your use of our site with our social media, advertising
and analytics partners. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect
on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Dana
axles are very easy to identify and their numbering system is consistent irregardless of the
vehicle they came in. The axle model number is cast in to the housing 30, 44, 60 either on the
right facing the axle cover lower web at the point where the axle tube is pressed in to the center
section or in the nose of the housing near the pinion yoke. Each axle has a B. M Bill of Materials
number stamped onto it on the left or right axle tube. If you have the B. If you find a Dana axle
not in a vehicle, that link will tell you what vehicle the axle came out of. You may also want to
check out our list of Dana B. M numbers HERE. A Few Explanations:. We're going to be
mentioning things such as open knuckle, closed knuckle, low pinion, high pinion reverse cut
and standard cut. Here's an explanation:. Open Knuckle vs Closed Knuckle:. The knuckle of a
front axle is the part that enables the front axle to steer. There are upper and lower joints that
the knuckle swivels on, turning the wheels to the left and right. There are two basic types of
knuckles used, one is the closed knuckle and one is the open knuckle. The advantage of the
open knuckle is it allows a tighter turning radius and it is easier to maintain. The closed
structure of the closed knuckle limits its ability to swivel. It also is a bit harder to maintain since
the knuckle must be sealed. Closed knuckle axle shaft joints either run in gear lube or in grease
in the knuckle, and the lubricant tends to leak out of the knuckle. The open knuckle axles used a
sealed cardon cross joint. Here is a photo of a low pinion axle left and high pinion axle right.
The low pinion axle is an indication of a standard cut ring gear and the high pinion axle is an
indication of a reverse cut ring gear. Often mistakenly referred to as 'reverse rotation', the term
'reverse cut' is perhaps the single most misunderstood term used by off-roaders and even many
in the axle business. A reverse cut housing is not just like a standard cut housing turned upside
down. It is a specially designed housing for front driving axles. Contrary to popular belief, it
does not turn backwards or in reverse. The term 'reverse cut' actually refers to the direction of

the spiral cut in the ring gear. In a reverse cut axle, the spiral on the ring gear is opposite from a
standard cut ring gear. The idea behind reverse cut is to strengthen the operation of the gear
when it is used for a front axle application. The bottom line is that reverse cut gears front axle
style and axle assemblies are inherently stronger for front axle use because of the way the gear
mesh when moving the vehicle forward direction. They also provide better driveline angles
because the pinion is located above the centerline of the axle. The Early Bronco Dana Axles up
to that point were the Dana 30 and should be avoided. One of the major drawbacks of an early
Bronco Dana 44 is it's small x u-joints. You'll need to replace the axle shafts in order to swap to
a larger u-joint. It's common for the F shaft to be used on the early Bronco drivers side. Also a
Dodge W from You can find a stronger replacement shaft or a complete set of replacement
shafts that use larger u-joints at companies like broncograveyard. Another thing to watch out
for with the early Bronco Dana 44 is the brakes. If you end up with a drum brake Dana 44 you
can convert it to disc brakes. Find a Ford Bronco or a Ford F and get the following parts:.
Steering knuckle Brake backing plate Caliper holder Haynes calls this the Anchor plate Spindle
Wheel bearing locking nut, lock ring washer and wheel bearing adjusting nut Caliper support
key and spring Rotor use as a core for a new one Locking Hubs Basically, you'll be needing
everything from the knuckles out. You'll be replacing your existing parts with these new ones.
Diagram of a Ford Bronco front suspension F and Bronco are the same. Early Ford Radius
Arms. F Dana Some believe that the Ford high pinion reverse cut Dana 44 didn't become
available until after This misconception is probably because a high pinion Dana 44 wasn't
offered in the F until F Dana 44's:. F Dana 44's up to were low pinion, standard cut units. In This
new axle was a high pinion, reverse cut, 8-lug Dana Photo of a F Dana 44 laying on its top. Coil
Mounting Brackets:. These can be cut off. The center of the cast pieces does not have a tube
that passes through it. Instead, a tube is pressed on both ends and welded together. These
newer coil brackets can not be cut off. Leaf Spring Perches:. The best Dana 44's are the units
with x u-joints, disc brakes and weld on radius arm mounting brackets wedgies that can be cut
off. These should all be reverse cut high pinion units. The units are just as good as long as you
want to retain the factory style radius arms. The axle tubes are pressed in to a casting for the
radius arms and do not go all the way through it. This means you can't just cut the mounts off
like you can on the previous year axles. If you wanted to use the Dana 44 for a leaf spring or link
suspension setup, you would have to completely rebuild the housing with new tubes. The other
axle of choice would be the F Super Cab or F Dana 44's that were setup for leafs. Remember
that'll you'll have an 8-lug wheel bolt pattern with the F axles. This is the radius arm mount on a
Ford Dana It's a one piece unit with the axle tube pressed in to it. Dana 44's made prior to had 4
separate pieces welded on to the axle tube. Those wishing to do a High Steer setup will need a
set of flat top knuckles for your Dana 44 if you don't already have any. You can buy flat op
knuckles from company's like Reid Racing. It would save you from having to have one of the
knuckles machined, drilled and tapped for a High Steer arm. The cornerstone of the High Steer
setup is the flat top passenger-side knuckle. These are easy to find since they were used with
the stock J-arm steering on Chevy push-pull steering configurations. The flat top
passenger-side knuckles, however, are fairly rare. Once you locate one of these knuckles, the
top of the knuckle must be milled flat and then drilled and tapped to mirror the driver-side
knuckle. Due to the recent popularity of high steer, milled and drilled knuckles can now be
purchased outright or on exchange from a variety of aftermarket vendors. The flat top knuckles
can be identified by a large flat area on top next to the ball joint. On the underside there will be
cast in bosses where the threads will go. On the driver's side Chevy knuckle there will be three
studs where the factory Chevy steering arm attached. The passenger side Chevy knuckle will be
a mirror image but without the studs. Neither side will have studs on a Wagoneer, otherwise the
knuckles are identical to Chevy. Measuring For Steering Arm Holes:. Your passenger side
knuckle has a rough cast and will need to be machined and then drilled and tapped for a high
steer arm. The measurement for 'X' depends on where you measure from and how you machine
your knuckle example: mimic the GM surface angle or machine surface perpendicular to spindle
mounting surface. Essentially you run the Chevy or full size Jeep knuckle out, but you use a
Ford F hub, rotor, and inner wheel bearing seal. Except the early Fords with the weird flange
mount hub. The manual lockout is the same part for both. High Steer Arms:. Rockstomper High
Steer Arms. One you have your knuckles squared away you'll need to get a set of High Steer
arms. The following company's offer High Steer Arms:. Ballistic Fabrication. OTT Industries.
Parts Mike. Poison Spyder Customs. Rockstomper Shown Above. Sam's 4x4. Photo of a High
Steer Arm on a flat top knuckle. Click HERE. Your Fullsize Ford Truck Resource. Early Bronco
Dana Tube Diameter. Panhard bar has a separate mount on the axle tube. Some 's had 2. Stock
Chevy Passenger Side. Heavy Duty Chevy Flat Top. Heavy Duty Ford Flat Top. My friend has a s
Ford pickup, and we can't identify the rear axle. It's either a Dana 44 or a Dana How can we tell

the difference? Identifying an axle is the first thing you should always do prior to ordering axle
or brake parts. There are a couple of different rear axles that could have found their way under a
'60s Ford truck. Which axle you have would depend on the truck model. It's also possible that
someone could have performed an axle swap. Since you have already identified the axle as a
Dana 44 or Dana 60, that's where we'll go ahead and start. There are several relatively easy ways
to identify a Dana axle. The cast centersection and pressed-in tubes are common for many axle
manufacturers, but the stop sign-shaped differential cover is the dead giveaway for identifying
an early Dana axle. Both the Dana 44 and Dana 60 have similar stop sign-shaped differential
covers. To figure out exactly what axle you have, you can look for the Dana stamped bill of
materials number. This stamped number can usually be found on the righthand side or on the
longer axletube on the same side of the tube as the differential cover, facing the rear of the
truck. The number can be used to identify the axle, the year of manufacture, and the model
vehicle the axle originally came from. This info is especially handy when looking for
replacement axleshafts and brake parts for swapped-in axles. The bill of materials number can
even tell you what gear ratio the axle originally came with. You'll find a manufacturing date
stamped into the axle in the same area. Unfortunately, it's not all that unusual for the bill of
materials number and manufacturing date to be hard to find or unreadable. Years of rust,
off-road abuse,
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and custom fabrication often covers the bill of materials numbers or makes it unreadable. If the
axle is unmolested and only a little rusty, lightly sanding the axletube by hand can sometimes
reveal the bill of materials number and manufacturing date code. Many Dana axles have the
model ID cast into the fins or centersection. Look for a "44" or "60" cast into the reinforcement
ribs. The number can usually be found on the lower right side rib below the differential cover,
but it may also be found on other ribs or on top of the main cast structure. If all else fails, and
you're sure it's either a Dana 44 or a Dana 60, you can measure the differential cover to identify
your Dana axle. Although the Dana 44 and Dana 60 differential covers look similar, their sizes
are significantly different. Beware: The Dana 70 differential cover measures the same as the
Dana 60 cover. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Dana 60 Axle Identification Guide
Dana 44 vs. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

